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Modern Telco has always been an
industry under pressure. A highly
competitive (and offer-driven) market,
rapidly evolving tech and consequently,
comparatively fickle customers have
been long been considered as ‘the cost
of doing business’. But helped in part by
the events of 2020 and the acceleration
of digital transformation initiatives,
Telecommunications and Quad
players are facing unprecedented
obstacles as they balance the need
to improve customer service while
reducing costs.
Right now, many customers have less
disposable income; exacerbated by a
perceived lack of handset differentiation,
there has been a deceleration of the
handset upgrade cycle and associated
acquisition. Handset supply chains
were deeply impacted by the pandemic,
which lead to an erosion in brand trust.
With the arrival of 5G (and revenues
feeling the pinch more than ever), new
network mergers and partnerships,
and the saturation of adoption, it
is understandable that operators
are interrogating their networks for
opportunities to make incremental
gains. This has also led to a shift of
focus onto the provision of digital
customer experiences.
Handset innovation and bolt-ons are
fundamental, but these become hygiene
factors without exclusivity; to engender
customer loyalty in what is in
many ways a service industry,
customer service must be the key
differentiator. By providing unique,
consistent, and helpful experiences
to everyone, Telco brands can create
meaningful engagement, loyalty
and ultimately, trust.

Of course, in our omnichannel,
instantaneous world, understanding
and seamlessly managing ‘customerled’ engagement across all channels
is tricky. Journey Orchestration
and Analytics, and their ability
to make instant decisions in the
customer’s best interests, at scale,
have become critical capabilities
for Telco providers. Because, when
offers, information and recommendations
are deeply relevant and conversations
are effortless, engagement follows –
positively impacting everything from
ARPU to churn. Thunderhead’s
ONE Engagement Hub visualizes,
optimizes and advances every customer’s
journey, harnessing AI to understand
context over time - and acting in realtime. In this document, we share
a few examples of how ONE’s
Journey Orchestration can
transform customer
experiences in Telco.

HOW CAN ONE HELP?
PROVIDING A SEAMLESS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Telco is infamously complex; brands must understand and serve customers with myriad
contracts, hardware, preferred incentives, financial restraints and communications
channels. Understandably, the speed of handset evolution, providing increasingly
intuitive and individualized interfaces, has not been matched by the
associated operator experience. Unconnected customer experiences across
inappropriate channels are common - and prove damaging to brand relationships.
Thunderhead orchestrates and arbitrates customer-led journeys across every
available channel, (from website or mobile app, to call center, physical store, or field
engineer). This ensures that each customer’s experience is ‘individualized’, based on every
interaction with the brand (historical and real time). The omnichannel journey insight
ONE generates ensures every interaction is informed by customer intent, so conversations
become relevant and helpful. An organization will then be better placed to engage,
whether in making (or suppressing) an offer, delivering a campaign, or sharing a service
issue. This occurs in the most relevant channel, for a mutually beneficial outcome.

REDUCING COST-TO-SERVE
The provision of customer service through digital channels was already a strategic ambition
for many operators, due to their cost effectiveness. But this was significantly accelerated by
the events of 2020. With long wait times, contact centers have been working to capacity as
many customers shun self-serve channels. Bottlenecks then lead to extended call wait
times, increased servicing costs and dissatisfaction, impacting CSAT or NPS.
Thunderhead ONE Engagement Hub’s analysis uncovers individual customer
needs, balancing these with their value to the business in order to drive live call
deflection strategies. Regardless of channel, ONE then furthers each journey by providing
the best possible conversation. For example, the platform uses context to serve appropriate
FAQs on a website, or arm call center agents with a complete customer understanding,
proposing next best actions for each scenario. Increased relevance and reduced
wastage combine to create significant cost reductions.

UNDERSTANDING THE DRIVERS OF CHURN
While the increased ease and transparency in switching in recent years has boosted
acquisition for some, it also exacerbated long-standing challenges around customer
retention. Being a largely offer- and handset-driven industry means that associated
competition can be ferocious and difficult to control, so understanding
the drivers of churn – and keeping customers engaged – is vital.
The ONE Engagement Hub recognizes and visualizes customer journeys on multiple
levels, to provide actionable insight from a single individual through to large audiences
or groups of cohorts. By understanding common customer behavior patterns, the
platform can intelligently identify churn at very early stages, share insight
with the business, and take appropriate remedial action in the moment.

MEDIA OPTIMIZATION
With third party cookies in a tailspin and the ownership of ad spend shifting to data giants
such as Facebook and Google, brands face new battles for media efficacy, including the
impact of keywords and ads. This environment further amplifies the role of first
party (owned) data in particular.
The ability to seamlessly stitch first with third party (paid) channels then becomes crucial for
the identification of new audiences and the enablement of consistent, intuitive acquisition
experiences. Another key driver is in the optimization of retargeting strategies. The ONE
Engagement Hub can be mobilized to achieve both: working with Adtech to inform
or optimize media spend (such as adjusting or removing an experience for existing
customers), ONE seamlessly delivers omnichannel engagement as new audiences
shift from third to first party channels.

REVENUE GROWTH
While Telco is an industry awash with data, associated complexities mean its activation
is not always straightforward, which creates an ‘opportunity cost’ for many brands. For
example, a household may own two mobile contracts, five devices, high speed broadband
and various television packages. But when is the right time to communicate an upsell
message? To whom? And for what product or service?
By drawing on and understanding all customer context – across silos and over
time, Thunderhead empowers brands to make informed, helpful decisions
on the content and timing of conversations. A brand website, outbound call or
digital communication will then be curated to deliver the most engaging experience for
the customer. So, after a customer makes a purchase or suffers a bad service experience,
campaigns may be re-flighted or even withheld. Conversely, cross-sell conversations
are driven when they are most likely to resonate. This customer-driven approach
ultimately leads to significant revenue gains for the business.

ADHERING TO REGULATORY OBLIGATIONS
A rise in the mis-selling of contracts (which often failed to consider the financial wellbeing of
consumers) led to a regulatory crackdown on the sales and marketing practices of large Telco
operators. Brands are much more cautious in their approach as a result, but this also leads to
missed opportunities.
Connecting customer-facing divisions of an organization such as Marketing, Sales, Service
or Commerce, Thunderhead technology provides instant access to all available
contextual information (historic and real-time, across all touchpoints). Armed
with this intelligence, a brand can then use ONE to implement the best course of action in
pursuing - or circumventing – an opportunity. This means that a prospect or customer
enjoys a more relevant experience, while the brand is acting responsibly in
avoiding ‘over-promising’, providing only suitable products and services.

If you’d like to hear more about how ONE is helping our Telco
clients, do get in touch: conversations@thunderhead.com
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